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Their fear of Lin Ziming has decreased a lot. As long as Lin Ziming has the
absolute power to rule, then in the quarter-finals, Lin Ziming is not to be
afraid. They can unite first and kill Lin Ziming……
But immediately another question came up. When they beat Lin Ziming to
death, what’s next? When they were fighting each other, only the one who
stood in the ring last was qualified to be the champion!
Get the opportunity to lead to the secret realm, and break through to become
the powerhouse of the god-passing realm!
So soon they started brewing again…
…………
On Lin Ziming’s side, after he comforted these Chinese compatriots, he
began to return to his spectator stand.
It stays still, like a mountain.
And because of his sitting, so many Chinese martial artists present suddenly
calmed down.
Lin Ziming was not idle either, he quickly understood what had happened
on the Kung Fu Cup during the twenty-four hours of his disappearance.
Two more warriors died, and they were both masters of the innate realm,
and the loss to China was extremely huge.
With the help of his grandfather, Lin Ziming has successfully digested this
general trend. Now he has suffered so much’harm’ in the face of the death
of his compatriots in China, but after listening, the anger in his heart is still
hatred. Unabated.
Everyone saw that Lin Ziming was silent, and there was no interruption.
Time passed by minute by minute, and the Kung Fu Cup schedule for this
day was quickly halfway through.
Because of Lin Ziming’s position, the confidence of the Chinese martial
artists who will be playing next has increased a lot, and they have performed
supernormally. However, they are still not strong enough. The game is still
lost and it is not the opponent’s opponent.
Fortunately, their extraordinary performance allowed them to save their
lives.
After watching today’s seventh game, scrolling began to appear on the big
screen, and Lin Ziming’s name and photos appeared on it.
And the voice of the broadcast yelled out a paragraph.
“In the next game, the Chinese player Lin Ziming will play against the
beautiful country player Johnson!”
This passage was spread throughout the Kung Fu Cup scene in different
languages, and it immediately made everyone boil.
They all got a message that Lin Ziming is finally going to play!
At this moment, everyone’s eyes were placed on Lin Ziming again.
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Lin Ziming’s face didn’t waver, so he slowly stood up and walked towards
the ring. His movements looked relaxed, but they affected countless
people’s hearts.
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